
Math -
Next week we will work on our division

facts(Dividing by 2, 7 and 5)

Reading -
We will continue reading our I Survived books

and learn more about the Great Molasses
Flood, Nazi Invasion and the Joplin Tornado.

These books are awesome!  Ask your
son/daughter about them!

Everyone should have their 5 slides finished by
Monday for the first I Survived books! ( Three
slides were assigned - the next two are free

choice.)

Language -
We struggled a little with when to use ‘a, an

and the’, especially ‘the’.But with more practice I
think we are getting that down!

More comparative and superlative adjectives
next week.

Writing -

We will be adding more poems to our
collection.  You should see how creative the
third graders were with their concrete poems!
They are awesome!  I wish you could come see
our poetry wall!

Social Studies
We will try to finish our unit on the
Revolutionary War by studying the

Declaration of Independence, theContinental
Congress, and the Constitution.  We will have

a test the following week.

Spanish
Our next test is on Thursday!  Keep practicing

those vocabulary that include places in our
community and people who work there!

Science
We began our unit on Adaptations and

Survival with two activities that represented
bird beaks and blubber!

Memory Work:

The First Article (Creation)part 1

I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Maker of

heaven and earth.

What does this mean? I believe that God has

made me and all creatures; that he has given me

my body and soul, eyes, ears and all my members,

my reason and all my senses and still takes care

of them.



Devotions
Tuesday - Natalie
Wednesday - Eli

Thursday -Harrison
Friday - Gavin

Spelling Words
Lesson 20 – compound words

birthday

anyone

sometimes

everything

homework

afternoon

airplane

grandmother

something

without

himself

faraway

sunburned

daylight

someone

cannot

scorekeeper

everybody

Book Fair -It is not too late to turn
in your scavenger hunts.  If you

need another copy - just ask.
(One per contestant though!)

Don’t forget to spend quality time
with your Lord and Savior this
weekend!


